
9T Labs to Present Sustainable, Cost-Cutting Additive Fusion 
Technology alongside Material Partner and Strategic Investor 
Solvay at K 2022  

Boston/Zurich, Switzerland —  9T Labs AG, experts in digital, automated and cost-competitive 
serial production of continuous fiber components, will be featuring the company’s cutting-edge 
Red Series® Additive Fusion Technology (AFT) platform at K 2022, the world’s number one 
trade fair for plastics and rubbers, October 19-26, in Düsseldorf, Germany. 9T Labs will be 
hosted by its material partner and strategic investor, Solvay, in Hall 6, Booth C61. At the booth, 
9T Labs will showcase the fabrication of a rear suspension rocker arm made from KetaSpire® 
polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK) with continuous carbon fiber for a motorcycle using 9T Labs’ 
AFT platform. AFT is a fully integrated 3D composites manufacturing software and hardware 
solution that allows the automated manufacturing at scale of structural composite parts that are 
cost-competitive with, and more sustainable than similar components made from aluminum. 

The super strong PEEK rocker arm, with its complex design, demonstrates the structural 
challenges that can be overcome and the part requirements that can be addressed with the use 
of 9T Labs’ AFT platform. In the development of this part, this new manufacturing standard 
enabled the production of less waste and a final product that was 37 percent less expensive and 
50 percent lighter than the aluminum benchmark. “We solve the problem that traditional 
composite manufacturing is expensive and limited in its geometrical freedom, in particular for 
small-sized applications,” said Yannick Willemin, head of marketing and business development 
at 9T Labs. “We are defining a new composite manufacturing standard that allows us to produce 
structural composite parts as easily as metal parts.” 

9T Labs’ sales manager for the DACH and Benelux regions, Arne Büttner, will give a 
presentation titled “Moving Structural Composites into a New Era of Manufacturing,” at Solvay’s 
booth (Hall 6, Booth C61) on Friday, October 21, from 3:00 to 3:30 p.m. CEST. Attendees can 
also book a meeting with 9T Labs team members. 

As a leading supplier of thermoplastic composite technologies working to accelerate 3D printing 
adoption in transportation,  Solvay, has provided critical strategic input to help 9T Labs more 
fully commercialize its Red Series® software tools, 3D printer and molding equipment to lead the 
way in the production of sustainable high-performance parts for end-use applications. 
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About 9T Labs 

9T Labs, headquartered in Zürich, Switzerland, was founded in 2018 by a team of pioneers, 
passionate about bringing the next generation of high-performance manufacturing. The 
company aspires to mass-produce high-performance composites as easily as metals. This is 
done by automating and digitizing the production workflow of composite production at the most 
innovative companies. 

9T Labs experts understand the complexities of anisotropic materials and the manual process in 
manufacturing carbon composites. To simplify this, they set out to provide an all-in-one solution 
to help our customers radically ramp up their composites series production and turn their series 
production ideas into production cases within months - not years. 

9T Labs’ software as a service suite, powered by integrated FEA simulation tools, allows quick 
turnaround of highly optimized designs. In combination with innovative additive manufacturing 
equipment and advanced post processing technology, it enables serial manufacturing of 
structural composite parts. 

www.9tlabs.com 
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9T Labs’ cutting-edge Red Series® Additive Fusion Technology (AFT) platform. 
 

 
A rear suspension rocker arm for a performance motorcycle displaying the process’ ability to 
produce parts with integral metal inserts, out-of-plane fiber orientation, and geometry out of the 
line of die draw without the need for slides/side tooling action. 
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* High-resolution images are available on request. 
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